
Restricted Access Logics for InconsistentInformationDov Gabbay and Anthony HunterDepartment of Computing, Imperial College180, Queen's Gate, London, SW7 2BZ, UKAbstract. For practical reasoning with classically inconsistent infor-mation, desiderata for an appropriate logic L could include (1) it is anextension of classical logic - in the sense that all classical tautologies aretheorems of L, and (2) contradictions do not trivialize L - in the sensethat ex falso quodlibet does not hold. Two ways of realizing the seconddesideratum, for any database that may be inconsistent, include (A) takeweaker than classical proof rules, but use all the data, or (B) take all theclassical proof rules, but restrict the access of the data to the proof rules.The problem with adopting option (A) is that desideratum (1) is thennot realizable. In this paper, we pursue option (B) by adding extra con-ditions on the proof rules to stop certain subsets of the data using theclassical proof rules. To facilitate the presentation, we use the approachof Labelled Deductive Systems - formulae are labelled, and proof rulesde�ned to manipulate both the formulae and the labels. The extra con-ditions on the proof rules are then de�ned in terms of the labels. Thisgives us a class of logics, called restricted access logics, that meet thedesiderata above.1 IntroductionFor practical reasoning, it is often di�cult and inappropriate to maintain a con-sistent database. Unfortunately, this creates problems if we are to use a logic withsuch a database. For classical logic, the rule of reductio ad absurdum means thatany conclusion can be drawn from the database. This renders the database use-less and therefore classical logic is obviously unsatisfactory for this application. Apossible solution is to weaken classical logic by dropping reductio ad absurdum.This gives a class of logics called paraconsistent logics such as C! (da Costa1974). However, the weakening of the proof rules means that the connectivesin the language do not behave in a classical fashion. For example (taken fromBesnard 1991), disjunctive syllogism does not hold, ((�_ �) ^:�)! � whereasmodus ponens does hold. So, for example, � does not follow from Database 1,whereas � does follow from Database 2.Database 1 is f(� _ �);:�gDatabase 2 is f(:� ! �);:�gThere are many similar examples that could be confusing and counter-intuitivefor users of such a practical reasoning system.



An alternative, which we explore in this paper, is to not weaken the classicalproof rules, but rather to restrict the access of the data to the classical proofrules. The naive version of this is to only allow consistent subsets of the databaseto be used with the classical proof rules. This would allow intuitive manipulationof the data, but disallow the undesired application of Ex Falso Quodlibet (EFQ)on the inconsistent data.In the following we de�ne a new consequence relation that captures thisreasoning, explore properties of this consequence relation, identify some of itsdrawbacks and �nally, consider interesting variants. The overall objective is toidentify logics that allow for the derivation of as many of the classical but non-trivial inferences as possible from inconsistent data. Obviously such inferencesare weakly justi�ed but we leave the selection of preferred subsets of these in-ferences to future work.2 A logic of restricted accessTo present restricted access logics, we use the approach of Labelled DeductiveSystems (Gabbay 1991). We assume a set of logical symbols f:;!;_;^;$g, aset of atoms f�; �; ; � � �g, and form the set of formula f�_ �;:�; �! �; � � �g inthe usual way. We also assume the natural numbers N, so that if i � N, and �is a formula, then i is a label, and i:� is a labelled formula. A database is a setof labelled formulae where each item is labelled with a unique singleton set. Forthe proof theory, we take the usual natural deduction classical proof rules andamend them to allow handling of labelled formulae. To support this, we de�nethe function h as follows, where ` denotes the classical consequence relation,h(i) = 1 i� f� j j � i and j:� 2 �g 6` ?Essentially h(i) = 1 if and only if the set of formulae from� that are used in theproof, as recorded by the label i, are consistent. Hence the h function is de�nedwith respect to a database �. For our �rst restricted access logic, RAc, the proofrules, are de�ned as follows, where for!I, RAA, and :I, each new assumption islabelled with the empty set. All the rules carry the labels of all the assumptionsused in deriving each inference.^I i:�; j:�; h(i[j) = 1i[j:� ^ � ^E1 i:� ^ �; h(i) = 1i:� ^E2 i:� ^ �; h(i) = 1i:�!I ;:�...i:�; h(i) = 1i:�! � !Ei:�; j:�! �; h(i[j) = 1i[j:�EFQi:?; h(i) = 1i:� RAA ;::�...i:?; h(i) = 1i:�



:I ;:�...i:?; h(i) = 1i::� :E i:�; j::�; h(i[j) = 1i[j:?In this way, the rules of EFQ, :I, and RAA are allowed to use a formula i:?only if the inconsistency was not caused by inconsistent data from the database.In other words, inconsistency must result from the new assumptions labelledwith the empty set in concert with the data from the database, or just fromthe new assumptions labelled with the empty set. We de�ne the consequencerelation `c for RAc logic as follows, where we assume all items in � are uniquelylabelled with singleton sets.� `c � i� 9 i such that there is a proof of i:�from � using the RAc proof rulesBelow, we give an example of an acceptable proof of :� from the database� = ff1g : :�, f2g : :�! :�, f3g : �g.f1g::�; f2g : :�! :�; h(f1,2g ) = 1f1; 2g : :�We now give an example of an unacceptable proof of :� from the database�. In this example, the condition h(f1,3g) = 1 does not hold.f1g::�; f3g:� h(f1,3g) 6= 1f1,3g:?; h(f1,3g) 6= 1f1,3g::�As an example of proving a classical tautology using the RAc proof rules,consider ::�! �, ;:::� ;::� h(;) = 1;:? h(;) = 1;:� h(;) = 1;:::�! �Since h(;) = 1, for any database�, it is straightforward to show the tautologywith label ;. To show this, �rst assume ; : ::�, and show ; : �. To do this,assume ; : :�. So these two assumptions give ; : ?, and hence ; : �. E�ectively,we have a classical proof where all items are labelled with ;.These examples illustrate how the undesirable reasoning with EFQ is limited.We describe a consequence relation `x as trivializable if and only if for all �, �,f�;:�g `x �. It is straightforward to show `c is not trivializable. Furthermore, itis clear that if � is a classical tautology then `c � holds. It is also straightforwardto show that the relation `c is monotonic, and that it is reexive for inconsistentinferences. Though it is not in general reexive, as shown by the example, f�^:�g 6`c � ^ :�. Also, cut, as de�ned below, fails to hold in general,



� `c � � [ f�g `c �� `c �For a counterexample, consider the database ff1g : �; f2g : :�; f3g : � ! �; f4g ::� ! (�! �)g. It is of interest to consider intuitionistic relevant logic (Tennant1987) where disjunctive syllogism and or introduction hold, but cut fails.For the following equivalence between RAc logic and classical logic, we de�nethe map `unlabel' from sets of labelled formulae to sets of (unlabelled) formulae,unlabel(�) = f� j i:� 2 �gResult 1 For all sets of labelled formulae �, and all formulae �, the followingholds, � `c � i� 9� � unlabel(�) such that � 6` ?; and � ` �This result shows that the `c consequence relation is the existential conse-quence relation de�ned by Resher and Manor (1970).However, RAc logic also limits deriving inferences such as � ^ :� that auser may need to obtain from ff1g:�; f2g::�g. Hence, RAc logic is perhapstoo constrained. The logic allows reasoning with consistent subsets of data butdoes not allow any reasoning with inconsistent subsets. In this way it is strongerthan paraconsistent logics for consistent subsets but weaker than paraconsistentlogics for inconsistent subsets. But since it seems reasonable to allow some formof paraconsistent reasoning with the inconsistent subsets we address this in thefollowing section.3 Further logics of restricted accessTo address the restriction on reasoning with inconsistent subsets of data, we canincrease the strength of our logic by de�ning paraconsistent proof rules to operateover inconsistent premises. For this we consider the C! paraconsistent logic (daCosta 1974), and its natural deduction presentation NC! (Raggio 1978). Weamend the proof rules to incorporate a function g. Di�erent de�nitions for g giveus di�erent RA logics. p^I i:�; j:�; g(i:�) = g(j:�) = 1i[j:� ^ �p^E1 i:� ^ �; g(i:�^ �) = 1i:� p^E2 i:� ^ �; g(i:�^ �) = 1i:�



p!I ;:�...i:�; g(i:�) = 1i:�! � p!E i:�; j:�! �; g(i:�) = g(i:�! �) = 1i[j:�p::E i: ::�; g(i:::�) = 1i: � p-LEM ; : � _ :�We de�ne the consequence relation `p for RAp logic as follows, where weassume all items in � are uniquely labelled with singleton sets.� `p � i� 9 i such that there is a proof of i:�from � using the RAp proof rules,where for all j: �, g(j:�) = 1Letting g(j:�) = 1 for all j: �, is essentially no restriction on the proof rules.We de�ne the consequence relation `pc for RApc logic as follows, where weassume all items in � are uniquely labelled with singleton sets of markers.� `pc � i� � `c � or � `p �This provides a weak merging of the RAc and RAp logics. Essentially, thelogics \operate in parallel" without any inferences from the one logic being usedby the other logic. We now consider a stronger merging of these logics, whereinferences from one logic can be used by the other.First consider a logic, RAm, where the consequence relation is the union ofthe RAc and the RAp proof rules as follows,� `m � i� 9 i such that there is a proof of i:�from � using the RAc and RAp proof ruleswhere g(j:�) = 1 i� (1) j:� 2 �or (2) there is a proof of j: � from �using the RAc proof rules and j 6= ;.For the de�nition of the function g, part(2) incorporates the condition j 6= ;.This is to prohibit classical tautologies to be manipulated by the RAp proofrules. For example, for the database ff1g:� ^ :�g, and the classical tautology;:�^:�! �, which can be derived by the RAc proof rules, we need to prohibitthe application of p!E.Note for the de�nition of `m, we do not worry about RAp inferences beingused by the RAc rules, since if the premises for the RAp inferences are inconsis-tent, then the RAc rules can not use the inferences, and if the premises for theRAp inference are consistent, then RAc rules derive the same inference.Hence RAm uses the RAc proof rules to generate inferences from the con-sistent subsets �1; � � � ; �n of �, and then from combinations of these inferences,



uses the RAp proof rules to generate further inference, even though �1[� � �[�nis not necessarily consistent.Suprisingly, RAm is trivializable. As an example, consider the followingdatabase � = ff1g : �; f2g : :�g. From the classically consistent subset ff1g :�g, we can derive f1g : � ! �, and then f1g : :� ! :�, using the RAc rules.This inference can then be used together with f2g : :� by the RAp rule !E togive :�. Hence even though neither RAp nor RAc are trivializable, the mergingof them is. Essentially, these logics co-operate in re-introducing EFQ. RAc usespart of a minimally inconsistent subset of the data, to introduce trivial inferencesinto a implicational formula, and RAp uses the remainder of that inconsistentsubset to eliminate the implication, and thereby allowing the trivialization.To merge RAc and RAp logics without forming a trivializable logic, we needto restrict the RAc inferences that can be used by RAp logic. This restric-tion is captured by a new de�nition for the g function used in the RAp proofrules. For this we require the set of literals �, where if � is an atom, thenf�;:�;::�;:::�; ::::g � �.We now consider a new logic RAm2, where the consequence relation `m2 isde�ned as follows,� `m2 � i� 9 i there is a proof of i:�from � using the RAc and RAp proof ruleswhere g(j:�) = 1 i� (1) j:� 2 �or (2) there is a proof of j: � from �using the RAc proof rules and � 2 �This gives a stronger form of reasoning than RApc since classical conse-quences of (consistent parts of) the database, that are in �, can used by the para-consistent relation. So for example from�= ff1g : �, f2g:�, f3g : :�^(::�!�)g, we can derive f1g : ::� by RAc, and therefore � by the RAp proof rules.Result 2 The consequence relation `m2 is not trivializableThe de�nition of RAm2 is a cautious development on RApc. Only allowingliterals from RAc reasoning to be used by the RAp reasoning is not the closestmerging that we could make. For example we could allow more RAc inferences asdata for the RAp proof theory. Indeed there is a large space of non-trivializablelogics between RApc logic and classical logic. However, to delineate the boundarybetween trivializable logics and non-trivializable logics in this space, we needto further characterize the way that two logics can co-operate to bring abouttrivialization.4 Properties of RA logicsWe provide some results that inter-relate the di�erent RA logics via their conse-quence closures. For any �, let Cn(�) = f� j � ` �g, and Cx(�) = f� j � `x�g, where x 2 f p, c, pc, m, m2 g. We also require the function L, where if X isa set of labelled formulae, then L(X) = f i:� j i:� 2 X and � 2 �g.



Result 3 For all sets of labelled formulae �, the following holds,Cpc(�)=Cp(�) [ Cc(�)Cm(�)=Cp(Cc(�))=Cn(�)Cm2(�)=Cp(L(Cc(�)) [�) [ Cc(�))Result 4 For all sets of labelled formulae �, the following holds,If � 6` ?; then Cp(�) � Cc(�)=Cpc(�)=Cm2(�)=Cm(�)=Cn(�)Result 5 For all sets of labelled formulae �, the following holds,If � ` ?; then (i) Cp(�) 6� Cc(�)and (ii) Cc(�) 6� Cp(�)and (iii) Cc(�) � Cpc(�) � Cm2(�) � Cn(�)and (iv) Cp(�) � Cpc(�) � Cm2(�) � Cn(�)The results above also raise the question of whether there are other restrictedaccess logics that allow even more inferences to be derived from inconsistentsubset of the data. For example, from ff1g : �^:�^ �, f2g : ::� ! �g, it canbe argued that we should be able to derive �, and then ::�, to �nally get �.However, none of the RA logics de�ned in this paper support this. Neverthelessit is clear that we have a number of options in how we de�ne the propagationof the labels, and of the nature of the consistency checks, in the proof theory.Furthermore, we could adopt an alternative paraconsistent logic such as PIs(Batens 1980) or FR (Anderson 1975) to reason with the inconsistent subsets ofthe data.5 DiscussionThe RA logics as proposed here allow for the derivation of `possible' conclusionsto be drawn from a database. However, they do not solve many of the widerproblems of handling inconsistent information - such as locating inconsistency,resolving inconsistency, or removing inconsistency. Nevertheless the RA logics doo�er a non-trivializable logic that could be incorporated in a wider inconsistencysystem, such as proposed in Gabbay and Hunter (1991, 1992), and Finkelsteinet al (1993), and hence form the basis of systems that could address locating,resolving and removing inconsistency.One of the drawbacks of this approach is the decoupling of the notion ofobject-level implication, ie. !, and from the notion of meta-level consequenceas captured by the consequence relation. So for example, in these logics we have�^:�! � as a tautology, but in none do we allow � as a consequence of �^:�being in the database. Another signi�cant drawback is complexity. Though, thismay be ameliorated by approximation techniques. For example checking whethera propositional formula entails a clause is computationally intractable, yet thereis a polynomial approaximation that is based on two sequences of entailmentrelation (Cadoli 1991). The �rst sequence is sound and not complete, and the
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